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Side nigga is the story of what happens when you decide to step out on love. What makes someone
walk away from the comfort of what they know? Is it ever worth it to have one on the side? Do side
pieces ever know how to play their positions? What happens when a side piece wants to become
number one? Will these couples be able to salvage what they jeopardized for lust? Can Jason and
Dank recover from Dana and Lana's disloyalty; or will it be too much for the men to bear? As a man,
is it possible to continue loving your wife after finding out the baby she is carrying may not be yours?
More importantly, will the Sides give up their places now that everything is out in the open, or will
they continue to strive for the positions higher than what they have? Caught in a world of lies, sex,
infidelity and murder; these sisters must now fight for the love they took for granted. Find out if love
will overcome all in the exciting tale of a 'Side Nigga'.
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Upon reviewing "Side Ni**a" the first turn off to this read was the title. As people of color, we have to
do better in our choices of wording when it comes to things we write and present for commerce. It

was found to be culturally offensive through the entire read. There was a struggle to get through the
chapters; as they lacked in punctuation, spelling, extensive run-on sentences and inappropriate
grammar. There are various weaknesses in this book which leaves it with no structure. "Side Ni**a"
was unedited/proofread and released without regard; which we find unfair to avid readers. "Side
Ni**a" should be pulled from further wasting anyone else's time and money; re-released with a
better title, cover, and superlative editing. Though the writers of this publication attempted their best,
we're sure with time and effort this could be a more valuable read.

These two Authors have weaved a story that is so good that with all the action and drama that going
on in this book held my interest through the whole book I read it in just a half of a day, I just couldn't
put it down. The characters in the book was well developed. Both authors are very talented I have
everything that they have written and I have always been able to give their books five stars without
any problems. I can't wait to read the next installment in this series and anything else these ladies
put out because I always get my money worth and more. You can't go wrong by purchasing any of
their work.

First as a lover of books and the craft of writing, this is beyond a disgrace. From the preview there is
no editing in this book and the storyline is all over the place. Please and I mean PLEASE to all trying
to break in this craft PLEASE LEARN THE CRAFT! books like this is what is tearing the genre
down. The use of the N word is nothing new especially in street lit and black books as a whole but at
the end of the day your books build a reputation and this book is showing no reputation for this new
author.

The storyline was weak and it shoulda had more of a juicer hide and seek plot not a I see it and find
it type of thing I believe these two ladies are talented writers and together they can produce a
storyline with more substance I will be on the look out for these two writers

What a compelling story and see what happens when you get caught in he cookie jar. Sisters Lana,
Dana and Diana. Bad boys Dank and Jason retired from the streets and just devoted to their ladies.
Even when u have a Great home, great family values, and a great partner you will still sometimes
step out on the relationship. See what happens when the walls come crumbling down, people are
faced with decisions that will affect them for the rest of her life including the kids and extended
family! Jason as my heart, and his woman better realize it before it's too late! Diana will get a dose

of reality when she is faced with her lover. Sometimes the world is smaller than what you think? And
road trips can be entertaining. Love the story and can't wait to read other books by Quisha and
Shmel!!

Besides the title this book made me mad all the way through....here you have two great guys that
would give the world to them and they just play with it.....so selfish of these ladies...I don't like
women to cheat on good men there was no reason for it....let me find a Jason. All in all this was a
great book. Can't wait until part two

I loved it! I can't wait to find out what's going happen between Lana and Dank, and Dana and Jason
in part two. I'm disappointed in Dana because she didn't use protection while cheating on her
husband, Jason. AIDS and a sexually transmitted disease is no joke. Gots to be more careful!
Hopefully, both couples will have a happy ending.

Well i enjoyed this Book !!! Often times side chic is talked about but these 2 ladies put it down and
told it from the man point of view of being a side thang!!! Crazy book I so enjoyed it !!!! thks ladies i
look forward to reading part 2
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